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[ 362 ] 

LXXXV. On the NOMENCLATURE of'MusiCAL [N'I':ERVALS~ 071(], 
the Advantages of a Set of  Symbds or Characters, l,!] tvhicft, 
the mutual Relatiom of" the pri,zcipal ones can l.e e.~prcssed, in 
the form of simple t'~q~mtiot~s:~u4th a 7able. 

By 3Ir. Jo~t".~ FAItE7, Sen. 

To Mr. Tilloch. 

SiR, - -  ~N PlateV of volume xxviii, of The Philosophical Maga- 
zine for 1807, the first attempt was made, with which I am ac- 
quainted, at eolleeting together in any publication, all the most 
essential Musical Intervuls; aeeurate~y defining these bv means 
of their Ratios and Logarithms, and assigning to each a'Symbol 
or Character, by the help of which their mutual relations might 
})e shown in a great variety of ways, in simple Equations* ; and 
by means of which 8yml)ols the values ()f all other Musical Inter- 
vals might in like rammer be accurately expressed. 

Since this period, the publication of The Rev. Henry Liston's 
" Essay on perfect Intonation," for explaining the principles and 
use of his EUHARMONIC ORGAN~ has served to greatly extend 
and methodize our knowledge of Intervals ; and my oecasimlal 
hours of leisure or relaxation, have since been devoted tO an in- 
quiry~ into the values of all the Intervals within an Octave, which 
can arise, in the 3422 combinations, b~j pairs, of which Mr. Lhs- 
ton's 59 Notes and their Octaves, are capable. 

The extended and complete Table of Mr. Liston's Intervals 
thus formed, is found to contain 220 different Notes,  two of 
which are found repeated 52 timesto two ()tilers 47 times~ two 
others 45 times, each (all of these being Concords) and others 
in lesser degrees of repetition, down to 12 other Intervals, which 
are each found only once, in eomparing every two of Mr. Liston's 
Notes, and their Oct~ves, as already mentiotaed. 

In searching for the principles oJ" Nomenclal~zre~ by which all 
these, and even a still greater variety ofnmsieal Intervals may be 
each correctly named, I have tbund', that fifteen other Interval% 
not mentioned in the former engraved Table in your Work,  will 
now be neeessary, each to he funfished with its ~mze  and S!Tm- 
bol, making in all 48 tabular Intervals : also, that several of the 
former Symbols, which had been adopted fi'om the late Mr, Over- 
end's Manuscripts, require now to be altered~ for adapting them 

* Of which use of these Symhots, very numerou.~ examples m'~y l':e s~ eu, 
raider the names of the varioua Musical [ntervais~ in Dr. Brcwstev's " h i m -  

l " ) '  burgh Fmeyc opmdm. 
"l- Each ()tie of these 59 Listonian Notes, having a true Vth above it and 

a true 4th below.it, exeep.t, these 7, viz. C'~', C,~,r, Ct,~,, D t, Etb, litb, and 
_gr*. And it is somewhat rc,narkabl% that all of these l~all ia the lower 
}mlf of-the Octave from C to c. 
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On the 1Vomendature of _~Tudcal Intervals. 363 

v~ the common letter-press Printing : and likewise that several 
of these Intervals, whose Names were selected or given bv Mr. 
Overend 7 should now be changed, fbr others 7 better adapted to 
classification, and a general Nomenclature. 

Ait these additioes and corrections, i have included in a Table 
to accompany this (see pages 360 and 361). 'File first column 
of this Table contains the Symbols distinguishing tile Intervals 7 
whose Names fi)llow, in column 2. 

In column 3, the values of the Intervals are given, in the new 
Notation which I had the plea,~ure of first presentin~z to thePul)lie, 
in p. 140 of your xxviiith voIume: the terms of this notation are, 
the Schisma'X, lesser Fraction e f7 and Most Minule m, in the 
former engraved Table]-;  and each expre.,sion in this column, 
coupled with the symbol in the first eolmnn tbrms a simple 
Equation, thus, y £ g X + m ,  I V = 3 0 1 Z + 6 f + 2 6 m , & e .  

Column 4, shows the indices of the powers of the mu:.ieal 
Primes 2, 3 and 57 eomposingthe Ratios; the negative signs ( - - )  
therein, indicating reciprocals, or the denominators of the Frac- 
tions, which follow in column5 ; thu% in the 5tl b - - 6  2 1, 

"-~ x 5 A5 
indicates the fraction -g2g- ~ ----- T..'; &e. 

The reciprocal Logarithms in eolmnn (17 are placed lowest, mid 
are the eomple,nents of the Logarithms to 1 ; the), denote the 
same Interval, reckoned dowT~war&, as the Logarithms do up- 
wards; the first 7 figures of the logs..are pointed off, conform- 
ably to the common Tables of logarithms. 

The Corrections in the second page of the Table (page 361),  
are, I think, sufficiently explained therein 7 except the eompouud 
Symbols I ' ,  I ' ,  I I ' ,  l I ' ,  &e. ; wherein, the grave accent indicates, 
the subtraction or fall of a major Comma e (1 l X + m ) ;  and I' 

I t  will be seen in the second page of  tim Table now sent, that I pro- 
pose to chan~e the Name, of  this smalb-st -but  -one of  known Intervals, 
to subminbnum l{v.smuag; because the class of  Fructions, as I wish now to 
conz.titute it, has always a reegatire sign to the f ' s  therein. Instead of  mine 
being called a Notation by Sehisma% [es.-er Fractions, and most Minutes ; 
it might be said to use, minimum Commas (:~), suhminilnum Residuals (f) ,  
m~d subminimum Commas (m)~ in expressing 51usmal iutervals, in their 
~tnlos~ varieties. 

+ In this Notation, each of  the 84~2~2 Intervals, farmed between pairs o f  
]~I r. L~ston's I)rgan-Notes as above ment ione( ,  rove been ca c dated, includ- 
ing every)mssib{e II~terval thereon, less than an Octave ; and as in no single 
instunee, any number of :~s is fouud combined therein, witch more than one 
eombinatio,l of  f aed m, it is hereby dem,mstrated, that for e~'erv purpose 
~t" expressing tile values or compari~g :\lr. Liston% Intervals, f and m nmy 
be omitted, and :O's only used *~.ith pe~J'cct accuracy t, under the denomina- 
tion of art fc ial  Colu.~las. In p. 420 of  your xxxixth volume, I could not 
venture to s,~eakt . thus p ositivel~y, after .ha('in"~, in the p rece d ia,,~ p.~a~*e ,~,c, iven 
the ='s or Arn mial Co'nmas~ answering to each one of Mr. Liston's .59 
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36.t On the ~YJmenclature of  Musical Interva&. 

and II ' ,  are to be read thus, viz. the grave major bTrst~ and grave 
major Secured respectively, and so of 3", II 1", 4', &e. In like man- 
ner, the acute accent indicates, the addition or rise of e(1 i ) ; and 
1', I ' ,  2 ~, II ' ,  3 ' ,  &e. are to be read thus, viz. acute minor First 
(or acute Unison), acute major Fir.~'t, acute minor Second~ &e. 

Tbe  sixteen ~VMERaLS, viz. 1(0), I(~7),  2(57), I~( |04) ,  
3(161) ,  II1(197),  4(254),  IV(301),  5 ( 3 1 1 ) , V ( 3 5 8 ) , 6 ( 4 1 5 ) ,  
¥ I (451) ,  7(508),  Vl i (555) ,  8(565), and Vt | I (612)  ; or minor 
First, major First, minor Second, &e. (containing 0, 47, 57, &e. 
E's or artificial Commas, respectively), are made the B,sis of the 
Nomenclature of Intervals within one Octave, which I am nov/ 
about to describe, in every practicable ease: and the deviations, 
in auy cases, from one or other of these Numerals, by Intervals 
thlSng between them, in point of magnitude, are expressed, by 
the name of the interval of deviation~ used as a prefix. 

Thus numeral Intervals, lessened by a major Comma e(11) ,  
are either called " Grave" |ntervals~ as already explained, or 
~Com:na-def ie ient"  Intervals ; and intervals increased by the 
same Comma,  are either called " A c u t e , "  or " Comma-redun-  
dant"  Intervals ; the words deAqcient and ~'edundaTzt being thus 
only used with, or as prefixes to~ tlm nmjor COMMA ; and defec- 
tive and excessive being used, with any other interval of Devia- 
tion from the Numerals ; except in such eases where ~(36),  or 
the SEM1TONE minor, be the deviation~ when the words dimi- 
~is'hed or superfluous are used in their prefixes ; and these last~ 
are al~o, but with less precision~ called Flat (b)~ or Sharp (~) In -  
tervals;  because, as I have shown in p. 375 of your xxxixth 
volume~ the latter terms and marks, instead of" always deimting' 
a fall or a rlse of I (36) as m the above cases ; m a less number°  
of instances, they denote the fall or tlm rise of I (47)~ respectively; 
on which account, the single b or single ~, are urlflted for  a 
correct IVomenctature 'of Intervals; although the double Flat (bb)~ 
or double Sharp t.~' or ~ ) ,  from having always the same value 
(viz. 1' + I) ,  may be so admitted, and marked ~Y~ (83)~ as in my 
supplementary Tab!e, .page 360. 

In page 8 of your xxxth volume I pointed out, that  the num-  
ber of" f ' s  in the new Notation for any Interval, usually indicates~ 
the number of equal half Notes or finger-key Intervals, 12 in the 
Octave, or isotonic ~EMITON]ES (51), to which such ]ntervzzl 
nearest approaches ; but although there are t2  Isotonic Note% 
as well as 12 f ' s  in an Octave, yet the number of Numeral~ is 1-6 
in the Oetav% as above shown ; and therefore~ for inferring the 
Numeral  fi'om the number of  f ' s  in the new notation for may given 
lnterval~ in order to name it~ other considerations are necessary~ 
which I will now proceed to explain. 

By a reference to my engraved and supplementary Tables it 
wilt 
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On the Nomenclature of Musical Intervals. 365 

will be seen, that the number of f 's  found ill the notation of the 
several Numerals, are as follows, viz. 

I(0), I(f), 2(f), II(2f), 3(3f), III(4f), 4(5f), IV(6f), 
5(6f), V(7f), 6(Sf), Vl(9f), 7(10f), VH(llf), 8(llf), 
and VIII(12f). 
Whence it appears, that f, 6f, and I If, are each of them belong- 

ing to the notation oftwodifferent Numerals, viz. I and 2, IV and 
.5, and VII and S, respectively; and either, or both of these Im- 
merals may be used, in naming the Intervals, to which these 
;numbers of f's respectively belong :--for examples, Mr. Liston's 
Interval E, Gb, being equal 67X + f + 6m, is either I + 2Q;, or 
2 + {~ ; and may" be called, either the Double minor-comma- 
excessive major First, or, the Minor-comma-excessive minor 
Second.,--Mr. L's Interval B ' f , = 3 0 0 X +  6f + 26m, is either 
IV--Z,  or 5 - - c ;  aud may either be named,the Schisms-defective 
major Fourth, or, the Comma-deficient minor Fifth;--aud in 
like manner, his Interval Dbe, = 5 5 5 X + l l f + 4 8 m ,  is either 
VII, or 8--1~; and its name is either, the Major Seventh, or 
the Minor-comma-defective minor Eighth, &e. 

Ill all the other number of f 's, onlv one Numeral should, or 
indeed ean with propriety be used~ ill naming the Interval~ to 
v~'hich sueh number of f 's  belong. 

It will now be proper to consider the e,assifieation of the smaller 
tabular Intervals, which ean, according to the principles of No- 
menclature now under explanation, be nsed as above, as prefixes 
to the Numeral G in naming Euharmonie Intervals : these are ten 
in number, viz. X(1), y(9),  ~(10), e ( l l ) ,  g(12), ~(21), 
#(31), f (32) ,  /a(43), and E(53):  

These ten Intervals being, without any f in their notation~ 
they belong to a particular class of Intervals, all of which might 
have received the general name of COMMA, if it had been prac- 
ticable, to find a sufficient number of prefixes, for disti~lguishing 
hetween these various Commas; but this not being the case., 
the expedient has been adopted, of dividing this class into Fa- 
milies, and calling five of the larger of these Intervals DIESlS~ 
instead of Comma. 

Thus, we now have in the Tables, the enharmonlc ~(21), the 
~minor ~3(31), the major f ( 3 2 ) ,  the greater ~ (43), ap.d the maxi- 
mum E(53), as preiixes to the familv term Diesis; and which 
eompounds, or even their doubles, triples, &c. may themselves 
also be made prefixes~ to anv of the NumerMs~ when so required~ 
in the naming of particular Intervals. 

For an example, Mr. Liston's h~terval D* F'b, = 89 y- + f +  8m, 
is either 2 + f ,  or I +2-~; and may either be named, the Major- 
diesis-excessive minor Second, or, the Do~ble-enharmonic-die~is,- 
excessive major Firsll anal so ofothers~ 

As 
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366 On the Nomenclature of Musical h~terva[s. 

As prefixes to the term Comnm~ when it is retained as a t~amih" 
Name, we now have in the Tables, the lesser 7 (9), the minor ~; 
(10), the major e (I I),  and the maximum 5 (12) ; wlfieh com- 
pounds, or their double~, triples, &e. may themselves also be em~ 
ployed, as prefixes to the Numerals. 

Thus, for example, Mr. L's I ntervat C' * G', = 289x + 6 f +  25m, 
is either I V - - ~  or 5 - - 2  c, and may either bear the name of, the 
Maximum-comma-defective major Fourth, or~ the Double-eom~ 
ma-defieient minor F~'th; and so of others. 

The remaining and least Interval of this family, which has been 
menthmed, might, in order to carry on the analogy, have been 
called the minimum Comma X (t) ; and in like manner a|so, m (0) 
might have been called the subminimum Comma; but I have 
been unwilling to load these two s.nall Intervals, so important in 
the new Notation, with compound Names~ instead of their pre- 
sent simple ones, of Sehisma amt Minute. 

All the ela~s of COMMAS, which I have been mentloRing, as 
well as a great many other Intervals belonging thereto, by being 
without any f in their Notation, may, like, or analogmally t% 
the most known Interval among these, the major Comma c (11), 
(which is the difference of a Tone major T, and a Tone minor t) 
be derived, from deducting some one of the several 7bnes ~(83). ,  
t (93), T (104), or ~~(115), (each having two f 's) ,  from an-  
other of these 7ones. 

Or, from deducting some pair of these several Semitones, [(25)¢ 
~(26), ~(36), L( t6) ,  ~ ' (47) ,  S(57), P(50), or S(68) (each 
having one f) ti'em ~ m e  one of these Tones (or vice ver~a)~ in al, l 
~heir w trieties of combinations. 

I~ would too much encroach on nay present leisure, and on 
your pages, to cnlarge on this mode of deriving the whole elas~ 
of Commas ; but the following examples may somewhat serve to 
explainit, v i z . ' t 0 t  + 2 2 S - - 2 1 T = m ,  2 T - - t - - 2 S = E ,  4 S + t  
- - 3 T = y ,  ' 2 S - - T = ( ~ ,  T - - t = e ,  3 T - - 2 t - - 2 S = ~ ,  2 S -  
t = - ,  4 S - - T - - t = / 3 ,  T-1-2S--2 t = f i  2 T + 2 S - - 3 t = A ,  T +  
4~;--3 t = E ,  &e. 

The whole class of ToN~s (or major Seconds) thus defined b'," 
means of their two f 's,  includes,in fact, a numerous family of other 
Intervals besides the four which are so named in my Tables ; of 
these we have one other example in the Table (having no m), 
viz. ~ ,  = 5 Y - + 2 f ;  which i s = T - - 9 c ,  or I I - -9e ,  and-may be 
ealled~ either the Nine-comma-deficient major Tone~ or the Nine- 
comma-deficient major SecoTzd. 

The entire class of SEMITONES thus defined, as containing 
each one f in its new Notation, is by no means confined to the 
six which are so named in the Tables, with the prefixes maxi- 
mum~ major~ medius~ minor~ minimis~ and subrninimis ; and two 
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On the Nomenelalure oj" Musical Intervals. 367 

hatermediate ones, P(58), and L(46), which are left with their 
former simple names, Apotome and Limm% for want of more 
prefixes than are above enumerated. 

But there is in theTables another family of smaller Semitones, 
which fi)r convenience are named HVeEROCHR, of which there is 
the major rr (15), the medius D (14), and the minor ~ (I0). 

And a family of still smaller such Semitones, named RF.Sn)UAL, 
having no m, with the several prefixes, ~ greater ]~  (5 ?) % major 
t" (5), l,iston's 1:(4), medius Z (3), minor r(2), and submi- 
nimum f(0) :  and to which the Minimum v_(1) would have 
been added, but from my desire, to avoid loading this very im- 
portant Interval, with compound names, which is already so well 
known by the simple name of Sehisma. 

A principle, on which all the numerous family of R~sIDuaLs 
(of the elass of Semitones, but in u,hich no m's enter) seems to he 
deducible, from considering certain of the larger of theCommas 
and smaller of the Diesises, as quarter Tones ; and two of these 
to be equivalent, to one of certain of the Semitones respectively ; 
analogously to the modes in which I liave shewn in p. 366, that 
Commas may be derived fi'om Semitones and Tones ; but this is 
a subject on \vhieh I must not at present enlarge, except to give 
such Equations, fbr the several RESIDUALS in the Tables, viz. 
5 L - - 4 ~ - - 2 - = f ,  ~ - - L = Z ,  3 [ , - - 2 ~ 3 - - 2 ~ = r ,  2 L - ~  
--2 E=X, L - - 2  .:=~, ~ - - 2  e----l:, and 5 L- -3  ~ - - 4  .~=~q{. 

It remains now to mention, only one other class of Intervals, 
in my Tables, and which are called Fr, ACTIONS, wherez'n f is 
nagative. Three of these have the prefixes, medius d (1 ?)j 
greater F (1 }) and major R (6). 

I have never found leisure, and probably never may, for de- 
ducing any general principle, on which these and the nmnerou~ 
other Fractions in my large MS. Tables of Intervals, may all be 
derNed. My Table of Mr. Liston's 220 Intervals (which I hope 
at some time to be able to publish) contains no example of this 
class of Intervals called Fraetions~ whiqh occasions them to be of 
far tess consequence, in mv estimation. 

t am, ~ir, your obedient servant, 
Westmins te r ,  Nov .  29, 1815. JOHN FAREY,  Se l l .  

* The  reason a f  the expression R. (5?) beh3~ u~_ed, is. that  this is one ()t' 
the few Interval% which my artificial C,m~mas will m)t d~/hdtivdy expre~s~ 
wi thout  the use of  f and m, , r  one of  them. 

%* Mr. Farcy~when he very latelv se~t me this Comm,micat ion~explained 
the. reason of  the 1,).~ delay si~,ce i't was writ ten,  to tmve arisen,  fi'om send-  
ing his MS. some time af ter  it was  completed,  to ~. musical Friend,  who  
he conceived was  much la',:,'~tc~d in the s,;b,j(wt it trents (,f~ and ,Jr whotti 
lie requested the favour ~¢~ rc"~z,e % a~:.~ v,:.rk any st,gc(,,t .'> ;or  :is im- 
provement :which  n,i~ht 6c, ,~r tc i~:m ; L;:r ~.l~i~ ,.: :~-, :. ': .,:r ~,_~::,:~ }: ":".~' Pape r  
re turned to Mr.  F. until ]~'.c'3' ' ,.: :~b):~ ..)::.,:r..~_ .'-, i . . k ' .  '.<.,:t. :~ ".c:~.~, "rod 
~ow a p p e a r s , ~ D l  2ott 

3~:'; : "L &.,m- LXXXVI. Sum-

Dn the Nomenclature if Musical Intervals. 367

intermediate ones, P(58), and L(46), which are left wi~h their
former simple names, Apotomc and Limma, for want of more
prefixes than are above enumerated.
; But there is in the Tables another familv of smaller Semitones,
which for convenience are named HVPEROClJE, of which there is
the major 7r (L,), the mtdius D (14), and the minor 'P (l0).

And a family of still smaller such Semitones, named RESIDUAL,

ha~'ingno m, with the several prefixcs,'greater.iR (5?) '11, major
r (5), Liston's C(4), medius X (:3), minor rC~), and submi.:.
nimum f(O~: and to which the Minimum 2:(1) would have
been added, but from my desire, to avoid loading this very im
portant Interval, with compound names, whieh is already so well
known by the simple name of Schisma.

A principle, on which all the numerous family of RESIDUAl,S

(of the class of Semitones, but in which no m's ente?") seems to be
deducible, from considering certain of the larger of the'Commas
and smaller of the Diesises, as quarter Tones; and two of these
to be equivalent, to one of certain of the Semitones re~pectively ;
analogously to the modes in which I have shewn in p. 36G, that
Commas may be derived from Semitones and Tones; but this is
a suhject on 'which I must not at present enlarge, except to give
such Equations, for the several RESIDUALS in the Tables, viz.
5L-4::3-2==f, ;o-L=2:, 3L-2;l;J-2==r, 2 L-s>
-2 ==x, L-2 ==c, B-2 ==1;, and;) L-3 5 -4 == JR.

It remains now to mention, only one other class of Intervals,
in my Tables, and which are called FnAcTlONs, wherel'n f is
nigative. Three of these have the prefixes, medius d (I ?),
greater F (I ;) and major R (()).

I have never found leisl1l'C', and probably never may, for de
ducing any general principle, on which these and the numerous
other Fractions in my large MS. Tables of Intervals, may all be
derived. My Table of Mr. Liston's 220 Intervals (which I hope
at some time to be able to pUblish) contains no example of this
class of Intervals called Fractious, whi<;h occasions them to be of
far less consequence, in my estimation.

I am, sir, your oberlient sen"ant,
Westminster, Nov. Q9, 1815. JOHN FAREY, Sen.

• The reason of the expres,ion It (5?j being uoed, is, that this is one of
the few Intervals, ",bicb lIly artificial COllliIl<iS willllot c!,jil1iti'lx(1J express,
without the use 01' f aDd Ill, ,,1' onc of t!;CIll.

*,.,''', Mr. Far-e.'!, when he very lately sent me this Corillllllnieation,explaincd
t.he reason of the loug delay since it was written, to ha\'e arisen, from send
ing his MS. some time after it was completed, to a musical Frienr!, who
he conceived Was much intcrcstp-d in the subjl'et it treMs of, and of whorri
lie requested the favour t.o revise it, and mark any 5ug~est;o!ls for its im
provement which might occur to him ; but. tbis was "eVN dOlle, 0'[ the Paper
returned to Mr. F. until lately, without vl:nmca't, in t!,e ~tate it went, and
Howappears.-EDITOlt.
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